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Our Mission
Our Vision
To be a leader in
trauma-informed
approaches, while
tackling root causes
of substance misuse,
such as violence,
abuse, deprivation
and poverty.

Our Values
Kindness,
expertise, belief,
determination

To be a centre of excellence
bringing belief, hope and longterm recovery to lives affected
by addiction and multiple
vulnerabilities.
To develop new and creative
ways to enable every individual
to recover and thrive in their
communities.
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Introduction

Dame Janet Trotter, OBE, DBE, CVO, Chair of Trustees and John Trolan, CEO

This year we are delighted to welcome
The Bishop of Gloucester, the Right Revd
Rachel Treweek as our new President.
Bishop Rachel actively champions many
of our concerns around addiction and
women in the Criminal Justice System. She
has provided invaluable support over the
past few years and we are delighted she
has accepted the invitation to represent us
in this important role.

Bristol women that BCH can be proud of.
In June, we were honoured to be one
of three beneficiaries of the sale of the
building formerly owned by Park Street
Mission, which was set up in 1880 by Edith
Sessions, a Quaker and the first woman
magistrate in Gloucestershire. We have
dedicated a plaque to Edith Sessions in
the garden at the Women’s Centre in
Brunswick Square.

We are excited to confirm our plans to
open our fourth Women’s centre which
will be in the heart of Bristol. There has
been a 30 percent increase in women
accessing our services. The need for
this support is greater than ever with
more women presenting with financial
issues, accommodation needs and with
increasingly complex backgrounds
including childhood trauma.

As we continue to develop our Residential
Services for men and women, we are
listening carefully to the voices of lived
experience. Kirsty Day has been appointed
Head of Recovery and we are confident
she will lead us forward in a way that
gives clients the best possible chance of
a lasting recovery.

Providing a women-only safe space to
help women address their setbacks is one
way we break down barriers to accessing
support. We are very grateful to Bristol
Community Health for their gift which is
helping us secure a permanent location
for the new Bristol Women’s Centre. Along
with the other grant recipients we are
looking forward to creating a legacy for

Our Hub Enterprises provide an important
connection between addiction recovery
and the wider community. The Clean Plate
continues to provide a welcoming spot
for the recovery community as well as
the public to gather in Gloucester. The
new Sober Parrot manager Sam Tribe is
developing a structured programme to
equip people in early recovery with the
skills and confidence to move back into
the workforce.

President
The Bishop of Gloucester, the Right Revd Rachel Treweek

Trustees 2019/20
Dame Janet Trotter, Andrew Jardine, Amanda Fadero, Rhona Macdonald, John Bensted,
Claire Wynne Hughes, Naina Mandleker, Jo Daubeney, Justin Sargent, Jamie Tabor
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You can find out more about our trustees at nelsontrust.com
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A vital cog keeping the wheels of
The Nelson Trust turning is our Hub
Maintenance Team, who do a top job
maintaining all our properties as well as
taking on some jobs for private clients.
That many of our clients want to stay with
us in this capacity shows the profound
impact we have on their lives.
One way we hope to engage more with
our local community is through offering
the space at our Hub Academy to artists
and groups in our area. From this base we
also offer our expanding suite of accredited
professional development courses which
we have delivered to 70 organisations.
This recognition of our expertise in
trauma-informed services is a source
of pride for all of us. We face a lot of
uncertainty in the year ahead (including

to funding sources) due to the unfolding
global pandemic caused by Covid-19.
Working with people in addiction and
women facing multiple vulnerabilities, we
are acutely aware that our services will
perhaps be even more vital at this time.
We will do all we can to keep our services
running smoothly despite coronavirus,
while keeping the wellbeing of our clients
and staff as our priority.
As always, our greatest source of pride is
our amazing clients who work so hard,
embracing the opportunities we provide
and moving forward in their lives. They
continue to motivate us to do better
year after year. And finally, our friends,
supporters and donors – thank you for
supporting us and believing in our clients.
Together we are making change possible.

The year at a glance

2019/20
At a Glance

p6

p8

Centre of Excellence

Women’s
Community Services

Over 2,000
women accessed
our Women’s
Community Services
We attended

around 300 multiagency meetings.

p16

p12
Hub Enterprises

Residential

We admitted over
200 people to our
residential treatment

83 people
volunteered in our
Hub Enterprises
We delivered

p18
Volunteers

p22
Fundraising

56 training
courses to other
organisations
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A Centre of Excellence
We created a Centre of Excellence to
uphold our commitment to listen to,
reflect and learn from people who have
encountered trauma and the most
challenging of experiences. We are
constantly questioning and learning from
other professionals and agencies, as well
as sharing our own best practice and
experience.

Through our own research and in
collaboration with universities and
research by other organisations, we
contribute to better practice so that we
can give anyone who comes through our
doors the safety, hope and confidence
they need to achieve their potential. It
covers everything from the services we
offer to the language we use.

A qualitative evaluation of
the Griffin Programme

Evaluation of Bridgwater
Women’s Centre

The Griffin Programme, developed by The
Nelson Trust, is one of the first evidencebased trauma-specific programmes to
provide a safe and relational environment,
where women with sex-working histories
can recover through their shared
resilience, empowerment, honesty and
strength.

Dr Alexandria Bradley from Leeds Beckett
University conducted a qualitative
evaluation of the newly opened Bridgwater
Women’s Centre. The study gathered a
sample of the voices and experiences
of women accessing support from the
Centre, focusing particularly on their
experience with staff, the environment,
and how this service compared with others
they had accessed previously.

In a study conducted by Dr Alexandria
Bradley from Leeds Beckett University,
all women interviewed agreed that the
Griffin Programme was transformative
within their healing journey. The study
found this was due to The Nelson Trust’s
ability to recognize and understand
trauma behaviour in an advanced,
reflective and responsive way. The
majority of women agreed that the
safe space created encouraged them
to be truly honest with themselves and
the group. The innovation within the
programme design and the staff involved
supported opportunities for growth,
reflection and healing.

Collages made by attendees of the programme.
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The findings highlighted embedded
trauma awareness within hiring practices,
training and development of staff, as well
as the proactive implementation of a
trauma-informed culture at the Centre.
Women accessing the
Centre already consider
It’s like you
it a place of safety,
get vulnerable
consistency
and then everyone
and empowerment.

else meets you there,
and we all hold that
vulnerability together.

We never
Programme
say that we have arrived
attendee
at trauma-informed practice.
We say that we are always
becoming trauma-informed.
If we say that we have arrived,
it is as though we have nothing
left to learn, yet we are always
learning and always striving to
improve… always: we cannot
be complacent.
Rose Mahon,
Head of Excellence,
The Nelson Trust
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Development of a
women’s centre outcome
measurement tool

Collaborating with
the University of
Gloucestershire

We are collaborating with the University of
Birmingham on the roll out of an outcome
measurement tool, the Women’s Risk
Needs Assessment (WRNA), to ten women’s
centres across the UK. One of our staff,
having achieved Associate Fellow of the
University of Birmingham as master trainer,
will lead on the training for the other
centres across the country.

We are currently collaborating with
MSc Criminology and BSc Sociology
students in work-based research
projects which give students firsthand experience of issues in their
communities.

The suite of WRNA instruments is the
only validated, peer-reviewed risk/need
instruments in the public domain specifically
designed by and for women impacted by the
criminal justice system. The WRNA not only
measures women's specific issues that lead to
offending, but also their strengths, to drive a
comprehensive, holistic case-plan designed to
work alongside women and their gender- and
trauma-responsive treatment and supervision.

For us, this collaboration is essential
in helping us to support our reflective
and learning ethos, which underpins
our practice. We pose research
questions based on our daily practice
and students investigate the issue
and provide recommendations.
This year, we have had one student
reviewing the impact of our trauma
informed training and another who
looked at the needs of older female
offenders.

Our CPD accredited training programmes
We are an award winning
charity specialising in
delivering holistic, trauma
informed services to people
who experience multiple
and complex challenges.
We combine cutting edge theory and
research with extensive frontline and lived
experience to provide a range of one day
training courses designed for statutory,
third sector and healthcare professionals
and commissioners.
During 2019/20 we delivered 56 of
our specialist training courses to other
organisations.

We live. We Learn. We Lead.
Our training programme is:
• built on current learning
• based on years of frontline experience
working with individuals with a variety
of complex needs
• CPD accredited
• adaptable to provide bespoke training
packages

• available for delivery via digital platforms
• available face-to-face in our on-site
training facility
• able to be delivered at your premises if
you have an appropriate venue.
Our core training includes:
• Trauma-informed Approaches
• Trauma-informed Interventions
• Trauma-informed Conversations
• Advanced Trauma Training
• Engaging Active Substance Misusers
• Trauma-informed Approaches with Sex
Working Women
• Trauma-informed Child Sexual
Exploitation Training
• Self-care, Resilience and Wellbeing
We can also create bespoke training to suit
your service needs.
For further information or to book
onto training, please contact the
Training Coordinator, Polly-Emily Taylor
on training@nelsontrust.com or
01453 889736/07880 382720
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Women’s Community Services

A trauma-informed way of working which recognises the
unique needs of women experiencing multiple disadvantages
As a service we have always encouraged
those with lived experience to use their
experiences to support and empower
others on their own path to recovery.
In 2020, we celebrated 10 years since
the Gloucester Women’s Centre opened.
Our Women’s Centres are at the forefront
of innovative and successful services for
women. At the heart of our innovation
is the learning from the people we work
with; listening to the needs of the women,
their strengths and their ambitions, has
always directed the work we do.
Niki Gould, Head of Women’s Community
services explains: “Our Women's Centres
give women a sense of safety. Many
women are survivors of male-perpetrated
abuse and violence. The centre is a
place where it can be easier for women
to express their feelings and emotions
amongst peers who might have been
through similar experiences.

"We offer holistic support and value
the relationships we build with women,
working alongside them and encouraging
empowerment.”
We recognise how important it is to
break down barriers which may prevent
women accessing support. It is crucial
when supporting women who are facing
multiple challenges at the same time, that
we provide a one-stop-shop and so the
space is used regularly by other agencies
working with the women because it is a
familiar, safe environment. We provide a
free crèche as many women struggle to
access child-care. We constantly strive to
make our services inclusive by working
alongside Black and minority ethnic
organisations to enable the provision of
culturally sensitive services.

Our impact at a glance
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In 2019/20 over
2,000 women
accessed our
Women’s
Community
Services.

We attended
around 300
multi-agency
meetings.

We supported
over 90 women
through our Sex
Worker Outreach
Project’s night/
van outreach.

Keyworkers
undertook over
5,000 outreach
sessions with
785 women.

We held 695
group sessions
for women at
our Centres.

We have worked
with over 665
women through
Liason & Diversion
Services across all
of our centres.

We worked with
over 100 women
in Eastwood Park
Prison.

We supported
over 150 young
women and
girls through
our outreach
programme.
Women and staff
co-facilitated
around 200
lunch clubs at
our centres.
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Nine lessons for good practice for
women in community rehabilitation*

Links to
multi-agencies

Flexibility in
support

Women-only
provision

Holistic
support

Encouragement
to reconnect
mothers and
children

Wellbeing
and choice

Women’s Centre,
Swindon

Practical
services

Women’s Centre,
Bridgwater

Supporting
empowerment

Women’s Centre,
Gloucester

Integration
with the
community

“I never heard of the centre
until probation referred
me. Since being at the
centre they have helped
me with many things in my
life like relationships with
men and family. The first
day I came to do a session,
I was well out of my
comfort zone, but all the
ladies what came to the
centre as well made me
feel at home. All the staff
are very welcoming and
you never ever felt judged.
Staff make time for you
and are very understanding
with anything you need to
talk to them about.
The short time I've been
coming to the centre, my
life has changed for the
better and that's because
of all the hard work the
staff have put in to support
me and not give up on me
and it has made me believe
in myself.”

*Gelsthorpe, Sharpe and Roberts (2007)

Women accessing our services
are assessed across nine pathways
of need
In order to enhance life choices, we believe
women need opportunities to improve their
accommodation, their health, their emotional
well-being, their finances, their relationships
and their skills and employment. They need
time to address their substance misuse and
their exposure to violence and exploitation.
These things can best be achieved by women
coming together in a safe, non-judgemental
space where their strengths are recognised,
their past/present trauma is acknowledged
and resolved, and they have opportunities
to access training, volunteering and work
experience that supports them to achieve
the positive change they are proud of.

% of women making positive progress
Sex
working
Abuse, Domestic
Violence & Rape
Health
Children, Families &
Relationships
Accommodation
Drugs &
Alcohol
Finance, Benefit
& Debt
Skills &
Employment
Attitudes, Thinking
& Behaviour

94%
82%
82%
73%
76%
65%
78%
76%
72%
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Women’s Community Services
The Nelson Trust opens Women's
Centre in Bridgwater
Thanks to the generous
support of donors and
supporters, one of the
big moments this year
was Police and Crime
Commissioner Sue
Mountstevens officially
opening The Bridgwater Women’s Centre
on 9th July 2019.
The centre is a lifeline for women with
multiple and complex needs or at
risk of involvement with the Criminal
Justice System. It offers holistic, traumainformed support in a safe, women-only
environment.
PCC Sue Mountstevens said: “I’m delighted
to be supporting this fantastic new

Eastwood Park Prison Group Project
This year we have been developing a
Group Programme for the women in
custody at Eastwood Park Prison. Through
our Women's Centres we are then able to
provide continuity of support for women
from custody to community.
We have delivered groups on Pattern
Changing, Healing from Trauma, Pegasus,
and Beyond Violence with fantastic
attendance rates and retention.
Every woman that started the Beyond
Anger course in January completed it and

addition that will
fill a gap in local
women's services.
The centre will
help support
women in the
area, offer them
a place of safety
and give them an
opportunity for
their voices to be
heard. It will make
a phenomenal
difference to
women in the
community and help
them turn their lives
around for the better.”
The Nelson Trust worked with over 600
women across Somerset and Bristol this
year.

we had a graduation celebration with one
of the Governors awarding the women
their certificates.
One of the project keyworkers said, “Each
course has a waiting list of between 30-50
women, many of them referred in by their
offender managers or other organisations
within the prison.
Building relationships
with other organisations
working in the prison
has been really
important to further our
work there.”

Who Cares? An Interactive Play by What Next Theatre
We were privileged to co-host the interactive play Who Cares?, written, directed and
performed by His Honour Judge Stephen Wildblood QC
The play represented difficult situations women we work with face. The format specifically
allowed for the audience to interact with professionals and actors alike – ensuring a much
fuller understanding of the issues involved. The scenarios were based on real situations
and fully explored the roles of professionals and the consequences of judgments.
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A Women's Centre for Bristol
Our current work in Bristol highlights the
need for a holistic one-stop-shop Women’s
Centre for women who face multiple and
severe disadvantage and those who are
at risk. Of the women referred to Project
SHE (Support, Help Engagement), 77% have
three or more support needs.
Effectively addressing the complex and
challenging needs of women, requires
intervention from a range of services such
as drug, alcohol and mental health services.
However, women tell us that services which
address single needs are hard to reach and
too difficult to navigate, have long waiting
lists and confusing referral processes.
This can result in women disengaging
from the service altogether.
In addition, many women will have
experienced violence and abuse, often
perpetrated by males, therefore, mixed
gender services can be another barrier to
engagement. We are confident that by 2021,
a newly established Women’s Centre in
Bristol will benefit around 400 women a year.

Rebecca Marshall, Avon and Somerset
Police Partnership and Pathway Coordinator
and Force Lead for SHE (Support, Help,
Engagement) comments:

“The new women-only centre will
provide essential support and guidance to
vulnerable women who are facing difficult
life challenges and are in desperate need
of help. This centre provides women with a
safe, warm and welcoming space where they
can come, share their experiences and learn
how to get their lives back on track.”
Women have said:

"My worker has helped me regain my
confidence, also reminding me how to act/
react in situations and giving me tools to use
which help me in day to day life."
"My life has really improved. Things I've
achieved like independence, confidence,
I thought I would never be able to do. I have
found your help and support and belief in
me unconditional. I've a long way to go but
at least I'm starting. Thank you all."

Lucy’s* story of recovery
Lucy was referred to the Women’s Centre
by probation after receiving a community
order. Heavily addicted to ketamine and
cocaine as well as being homeless, Lucy
also had a bladder condition, a result
of ketamine abuse, which affected her
daily life. Carrying out her community
order at the centre catered for her health
condition more appropriately than other
options. It was there that Lucy began
attending groups for support for her
substance misuse.
With her recovery journey going well, Lucy
became interested in the Peer Mentoring
course. She was eager to help others but
worried about how to support them without
making herself vulnerable.
“I had spent so much of my life with other
drug users trying to help them but never
getting anywhere, I knew I wanted to help:
I just needed to learn the skills to make
it work.”

With the support of her keyworker, Lucy
joined and completed the Peer Mentoring
course successfully. She gained invaluable
communication skills during the course as
well as learning how to set boundaries and
provide appropriate care without ‘burning out’.
“I used to try and help people, but I had
no clue about boundaries so ended up
exhausting myself by giving too much. The
course enabled me to learn the professional
side of helping and it gives me purpose in a
structured way.”
Lucy has been mentoring for almost a year
now and facilitates two of the groups at the
Centre. Over Christmas 2019, she applied for
a job as an Anxiety Management Facilitator at
another local charity and was offered the job
out of 50 applicants.
“I would never have been able to do it
without the peer mentoring course and the
experience at The Nelson Trust.”

*not her real name
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Residential
Kirsty Day appointed Head of Recovery
At Nelson Trust our
aim for the clients
of residential
services is for
them to achieve
a long and lasting
recovery. To
succeed requires
us to address
more than the
psychological
and emotional
characteristics of dependency. Our
trauma-informed approach means that we
address the underlying causal factors of
dependency, alongside building resilience.
We support our clients to understand
their recovery capital and to build on the
inherent assets that each client already has.

“We believe we are the best at what we do
but always strive to do better. I have every
confidence Kirsty and the recovery team can
lead the residential services through the next
stage of its development.”
Kirsty said, “As a leader with lived experience,
I am particularly excited about the years
ahead. We will be expanding our recovery
services further and wider than ever
before. We will be offering our clients
new opportunities to reintegrate into the
community with a solid foundation for
their recovery and increased employment
prospects. We will achieve this through
consultation with our experts by experience
panel, where we will be co-creating an
expansion to our current residential and
resettlement services.
“Survivors of addiction and trauma inherently
possess a hardiness that, when channelled,
becomes a well of determination,
confidence, and ability. It is our aim to guide
that potential and turn adversity into triumph.

John Trolan, CEO said, “We are proud to
announce the appointment of Kirsty Day
as Head of Recovery at The Nelson Trust,
a role that ensures all the cogs, large and
small, in the client’s recovery journey with
Nelson Trust run smoothly. With terrier-like
persistence, owl-like intelligence, the heart
of a lion and the respect of all who work
with her, she has Nelson Trust's qualities in
abundance. Her energy and passion inspire
those around her.

“My vision for the future of Residential
Services and the Hub Enterprises is to
co-create and further develop our service
offer, to ensure that every client moving on
from The Nelson Trust knows that they have
received the very best service on offer.”

Our client needs
44%

50%

Sexually
abused as
children

Diagnosed with
physical illness

Involved in
sex working

28%

39%

Living in
temporary
accommodation

20%

No qualifications

19%

In care
as children

Number of residential assessments

These percentages indicate the responses of people who answered the question about each area at assessment in 2019/20.
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David’s story of recovery

In 2019/20 over 200 people were admitted
to our residential treatment and 85% of our
beds were occupied throughout the year.

my own businesses. But I used drugs and
I had an unsettled childhood and I never
alcohol as a way of managing everyday life.
felt that I fitted in anywhere. I was bullied
and was the victim of sexual abuse,
As my addiction spiralled even further
something I have only recently been
out of control, I lost my businesses, my
able to talk about with counsellors. I did
marriage, custody of my daughter, my
not understand how much self-hatred
house and car. When my dad, my best
and worthlessness these episodes of
friend and confidante, lost his
physical pain, humiliation and
battle with Motor Neurone
degradation had instilled in
Disease, I was lying on a
me until recently.
I am so thankful
stretcher in A&E again as
to The Nelson Trust for
a result of my drinking.
Now I realise that my
giving me a second chance
future years of substance
at life. I am now a man free
I really struggled to
misuse were probably a
from the shackles of addiction
forgive myself. I had
defence mechanism, a
and free to enjoy a life with
destroyed everything
way of suppressing my
my loved ones. I’m 14 months
that
ever mattered to
emotions. If I was high or
clean and sober and couldn’t
me. I drank heavily and
drunk, I wasn’t in pain.
be more excited for the
saw no hope for the
future.
future. I just wanted my life
I began smoking aged 11
to end.
and by 14 I was using crack
heavily. Once I had taken the first
The Nelson Trust Treatment Centre was
hit, I couldn’t stop. My addiction took hold
the first place I’d ever opened up entirely.
with formidable speed and strength. I lost
I was supported to discuss my childhood
the power of choice and was driven by
trauma with professionals and peers who
the strongest obsession to use under any
really cared and believed in my recovery.
circumstances.
I received counselling and therapy, as
well as learning about the psychology of
Despite the chaos, I somehow managed
addiction.
to excel in my career and open three of

75%

Suffered
domestic
abuse as
adults

77%

Substance
misuse
problem

60%

Involved
in Criminal
Justice
System

Self-harm
history

71%

Diagnosed
with mental
illness

57%

Parent
of young
children

53%

Violence
at home
growing up

100%
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Ruby’s story
Ruby went through residential treatment
18 months ago at The Nelson Trust, and
continues to be supported through the
Women’s Centre in Gloucester.
This is her story:

of the grief from my mother’s recent
passing. One of the conditions for getting
my funding this time around was that I
went to an all-woman service, so I chose
to come back to The Nelson Trust.

Before treatment, I was living on my own
in a flat. I was incredibly isolated. I didn’t
go out much. I was drinking constantly.
Waking up with massive withdrawals and
panic attacks and quite paranoid.
My physical health was
horrendous.
Luckily, my keyworker
at the Women’s
Centre was really
good. It wasn’t an
easy journey as I
had to prove I really
wanted to change.
She told me that
once she saw that
determination and
commitment, they would
think about getting more
funding for rehab.

One of the things which most stands
out in my memory from when I started
treatment at the women-only house
was when one of the staff said to me:
‘Before you leave here, you WILL like
yourself!’ I looked at her as if
she was mad and thought ‘I
don’t think so!’ But she was
I did like myself
right. I did like myself by
the time I left treatment.
by the time I left
I do like the person I am
treatment. I do like the
today and the woman I
person I am today and the
could become.
woman I could become.
I feel like all my life
I feel like all my life
experiences can be of
experiences can be of
some use. I can
some use.
actually contribute
back to society in a more
positive meaningful way.
I like that!

I had already gone through residential
rehabilitation in a mixed-gender house at
The Nelson Trust but I wasn’t able to fully
engage in the treatment process because
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My life now is the complete opposite to
what it was! When I went into treatment
my confidence was so low I didn’t really
have a voice of my own. Now I’ve found
my voice and my confidence to own my
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place in society. I really am okay with
being me now. My mental health
still plays up but I can recognise it and
go out and get some more help. Now
I connect with others every single day.
I’m also a volunteer Peer Mentor at the
Women’s Centre.
To anyone out there struggling to get help,
who maybe doesn’t believe that they have
it in them to change but they’re desperate
to, I would say it is possible to get clean.

It’s possible to like yourself. There are
people out there who care.
You don’t have to be on your own.
Unfortunately there isn’t much funding
out there these days and not many people
get the privilege of funding for rehab. But
funders need to know that we are worth
investing in and that we are serious about
getting help. It is a real shame that not
more funding is out there to help those
who really need help.

So this is where he had escaped to, lost in the forest that hid a thousand
lies. Scattered around him on the floor, were his bags that contained
trinkets from the world he left. The forest had swallowed him whole, he
was safely ensconced in the womb of willow branches he had bound
together as a shelter from the elements. A fire crackled away in the
clearing that he had made for himself. He looked content and care free,
he had completely let go of the masks he had worn for so long. The
armour of the suit and tie, the security of the car, the house and the
steady pay cheque had disappeared into the chasm of the past.
Creative writing from a client.
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Hub Enterprises
Our four Hub Enterprises were set up to provide opportunities for
people in recovery to engage in therapeutic practices to help them on
their recovery journey, as well as training and education opportunities
to help people get back on their feet and return to work.
Providing volunteering opportunities is one of
the ways we help our clients make positive
progress in their lives. We are also
immensely grateful to the
people who support our
organisation by offering
their time, skills and
HUB ACADEMY
experience to help
our clients.

Hub Live
We welcomed Sam Tribe
as the new manager of
the Sober Parrot in 2019.
Sam has fifteen years’
experience working in the
hospitality sector in a number of different
roles including both kitchen and customer
facing positions.
Sam said, “I am passionate about
supporting and developing people, so
when I found out about the manager’s role
at The Sober Parrot it felt like the perfect
fit for me. I believe food is good for the
soul; whether that’s cooking it, serving it or
eating it! There’s something heart-warming

Hub Café
The Clean Plate hosted
our annual Recovery
Christmas Party with
Santa arriving in a Fire
Engine – flashing lights
brightening up the street and lots of happy
faces. We had Christmas jumpers galore
from many of the staff, our clients and
members of the public and Bishop Rachel
joined in the karaoke with Santa.
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about producing
and serving food
that customers
enjoy and I want to
share that feeling
with our clients
who enrol on our
volunteering and
training programme.
"I see The Sober Parrot becoming
established as a training centre offering a
robust pathway to the individuals that take
part. My hope is to develop clients’ skills
and build confidence to further enhance
their recovery capital and gain experience
in a variety of different roles that a busy
café and events space would have.”
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We recognise the value of work (paid and unpaid) to
a person's health and wellbeing. In 2019/20:
Total number of volunteers:
83 in Hub Enterprises
197 across Nelson Trust in total

Total hours:
4054 in Hub Enterprises
6808 across Nelson Trust in total

35 volunteers volunteering in
other organisations

39 volunteers completed
accredited training

7 volunteers attending college

8 volunteers gained
employment

Peer mentors:
49 mentors trained over 6 courses
at Level 1 and 2 in mentoring

Hub Academy
The aim of the Hub
Academy is to provide
a supportive learning
environment for
people recovering from
addiction and associated trauma and a
comfortable space for delivery of CPD
(Continuing Professional Development)
training to professionals.
Our programme of courses help people
build emotional resilience, learn practical
skills and explore their creativity. Our
learners can also gain accredited
qualifications and access a range of
volunteering opportunities which increase
confidence and help their progression
towards future employment.

Hub Maintenance
The Hub Maintenance
Team review, refurbish and
upgrade all The Nelson
Trust properties. During the
past year they completed a
major refurbishment of the Women’s Centre
in Gloucester, a grade 2 listed building which
they updated with a mix of traditional and
contemporary colours to give an exciting
setting for the services delivered there.
A small team within Hub Maintenance
continues to work at Ashley Manor, near
Tetbury. They worked through the rain and
snow of the winter months and enjoyed
the fruits of their labour in the summer.
The team is looking at new ways to use
their skills in the community.
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Volunteer Experience
Survey

Positive learning
experiences

We asked volunteers
to help us understand
their experience
of volunteering at
The Nelson Trust by
completing a survey.
This anonymous survey
x
will help us improve what
?
we offer volunteers and
improve the services
that volunteers contribute towards. The
survey was completed by 56% of our
78 active volunteers. Over one third of
volunteers had lived experience.

Beanie started life at
The Nelson Trust as a
Horticultural Therapist
where she established
an innovative service for
residential treatment clients
involving a community
allotment and a women's horticultural
project. She moved to work within the
Education and Training department before
becoming the Hub Academy Lead in 2017.
She is now responsible for the development
and smooth delivery of all courses run from
the Academy and for ensuring that each
individual has a positive learning experience.

We found out volunteering was mostly
an opportunity to gain and/or use new
skills, knowledge and experience. 80% of
volunteers were satisfied with the overall
experience and 91% would recommend
to others to volunteer for The Nelson
Trust. 98% felt their contribution had an
impact on the work of The Nelson Trust
and 90% felt there was a good working
environment and culture.
Ideas were put forward to improve
communication with volunteers around
events, training, other volunteering
opportunities and what was happening
in different areas of the organisation.
“I started volunteering because
I wanted to be part of the solution
to the inequalities in my community.”

“I started volunteering because
The Nelson Trust changed my life.
So I just wanted to give back, I’ve
gained so much knowledge –
change is possible and now I can
show that to the other girls.”
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Beanie takes the lead on the development
of new accredited training programmes and
oversees the Internal Quality Assurance of all
course provision. She also co-facilitates the
Peer Mentoring Training Programme.
Beanie is passionate about utilising the
potential of the Academy to deliver a
creative, responsive range of learning
opportunities in partnership with local
learning providers.

Staff Wellbeing Day
At our Staff Wellbeing day held at the
Hub Academy, we had more than 75
staff from across the Trust join us for a
host of wellbeing workshops from Sound
Gong Therapy, acupuncture and mindful
photography to street dance, choir and
hand reflexology.
There were gifts made, songs sung, prizes
won and lots of laughter throughout the
day: something for everyone! It was a great
success and we were so pleased so many
staff joined us and took time out of their busy
schedules to look after their wellbeing.
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Hub Academy Community Open Day
In early March, we opened the doors of
the Academy to our local community to
celebrate the launch of our upcoming
adult education courses.
Hub Academy Lead Beanie Cooke
said, “It was a great day - we had yoga,
acupuncture combined with Sound Gong
Therapy, textiles workshop, creative glass
demonstration, displays of upcycling
projects plus the Mindful Photography
Exhibition.

We received lots of positive feedback from
locals who attended. The best part of the
day was a donation from someone who
was inspired by all the creative glass work.
His donation has enabled us to wire in a
new glass kiln in the workshop. This will
mean our tutor Ruth can offer a greater
range of glass courses in the future.”

“We’re very excited to be able to offer
creative activities to our local community
and the opportunity to use our space for
community projects and workshops.

Jess's Story
Jess first came to The Nelson Trust 16
months ago. As part of her recovery plan,
she participated in creative therapy classes
at The Hub Academy including, yoga,
stained glass, clay and pottery.
“As a client, I liked the fact that it was a
place that everyone could come together
to broaden their skills, to do things that
they may never have done before. I
enjoyed that because I came in not
knowing what I liked, what I enjoyed; I
didn’t know anything about myself apart
from that I was a big chaotic mess.”

help in the community (e.g. doctors) if
needed and how to access volunteering,
experience and training opportunities
through the Hub Academy.
As a volunteer Jess was able to access
supervision and ongoing training. This
helped her to obtain paid employment in
a supervisory role at The Clean Plate Cafe,
one of the Hub Enterprises, in Gloucester
City Centre.

Jess now also peer-leads a women’s
recovery group called ‘Grow’ at our
Gloucester Women’s Centre. Jess really
Jess’s self-worth, confidence and skillset
believes that workshops and training at
increased positively. She wanted to help
The Hub Academy hold opportunities for
other clients on their journey so she
personal development and employment
undertook various training programmes
for everyone. Not only has Jess been
delivered at the Hub Academy, including,
supported to transform her life for
Peer Mentoring (L1 and L2), Addiction and
the better, but she has also helped so
Society, Domestic Violence (victim and
many other clients along their recovery
perpetrator perspective) and Trauma Training. journeys. This illustrates the sustainability
of the project and the lasting hope and
Jess was motivated to give back to the
change it creates.
community. She proposed to start running
a monthly peer-led group for people
“Since the beginning of my journey 16
completing treatment to get ready for life
months ago starting in treatment, to
outside the 'bubble' of treatment. The group where I am today, I’m unrecognisable. I’m
would explore how to maintain a network
now in paid work. I never thought I’d be
of recovery-focused friends, how to access able to hold a job down.”
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Thank you
We can only help people on their journey with the generous
support of many people and organisations. We continue to
invest in innovative services through your funding.
-
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The Adrian Swire Charitable Trust
The Albert Hunt Trust
Ardent Business Group Limited
Avon & Somerset Constabulary
Avon and Wiltshire Health Partnership
Barnwood Trust
BBC Children in Need
Beatrice Hankey Foundation
Beaudesert Park School
Berkeley Castle Charitable Trust
Bibury with Winson and Barnsley
Parochial Church Council
Bristol Community Health
C&JP Endowment Income Fund
CHK Foundation
Cotswold BMW
The Coutts Charitable Foundation
The David Thomas Charitable Trust
Dent Brocklehurst Trust
Diocese of Gloucester
EDF Energy
Fairshares
Fluck Convalescent Fund
The Gloucester Charities Trust
Gloucester City Council
Gloucester City Homes
Gloucestershire Clinical
Commissioning Group
Gloucestershire Community Foundation
Gloucestershire County Council
The Gloucestershire Environmental
Trust Company
Gloucestershire Gateway Trust
Gloucestershire Health & Care
NHS Foundatiion
The Gloucestershire Society
The Heinz, Anna & Carol Kroch
Foundation
Hinkley Point C Community Fund
The Hobson Charity
Holy Trinity Church, Brimscombe
The John Armitage Charitable Trust
The Julia and Hans Rausing Trust
The Lansdown Club
London Speaker Bureau

-

Masonic Charitable Foundation
Minchinhampton Golf Club
MIND
Minety Lawn Tennis Club
Ministry of Justice
MJC Stone Charitable Trust
Moore Allen & Innocent
The National Lottery Community Fund
Nationwide Community Foundation
NHS England
The Notgrove Trust
Parivar Trust
Park Street Mission
The Pilgrim Trust
Police & Crime Commissioner Avon and Somerset
Police & Crime Commissioner Gloucestershire
Police & Crime Commissioner Wiltshire
Portsoken Lodge
RedKite Solicitors
Renishaw plc
The Ribeye Shoot
Richard HN Worsley Charitable Trust
The Roger Vere Foundation
Rotary Club of Stonehouse
The Rowlands Trust
Savills UK
Scobell Charitable Trust
Somerset Community Foundation
Somerset County Council
The Spirax-Sarco Group Charitable Trust
Stroud District Council Community
Support Fund
The Summerfield Charitable Trust
Sumner Wilson Charitable Trust
Susanna Peake Charitable Trust
Talisman Charitable Trust
Thornbury Round Table & 41 Club
The Verdon-Smith Family
Charitable Trust
Wildshaw Limited
The Worshipful Company of Pewterers
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grateful to the many people,
companies and organisations
who also gave of their time and raised
funds during the year through a wide range of
events, personal challenges and
celebratory events.
We are very

Financials
1.0%
24.3%

9.7%

4.3%

44.2%

4.8%
11.0%

How our income
of £4.76 million
was earned
25.0%

How our money
was spent
36.2%
39.5%

Key:

Key:
Events and donations

Fundraising

Hub Enterprises

Hub Enterprises

Residential Services

Residential Services

Women's Community Services:
Non statutory sources

Women's Community Services
Governance

Women's Community Services:
Statutory sources

These figures are based on the annual accounts but exclude donations related to the future development
of our Bristol service.
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Fundraising
Committee

Hole in One on
the Golf Day

-

On Friday 6th September 2019, we
held our Nelson Trust Golf Day at
Minchinhampton Golf Club. The annual
fundraising event, which is held in
memory of The Nelson Trust’s former
Chairman, Richard Lister, sees teams
compete against each other while
raising vital funds for the important work
of The Nelson Trust.

Charles Berkeley
Ben Browne QC
Joe Buxton
Scilla Chester-Master
Baroness Chisholm of Owlpen
Georgie Daly
Edwina D’Arcy Rice
Susan Edwards
Sally van Eeghen
Sarah Frost
Jeremy Hill
Jane Lewis
Ginny Lister
Prue Vernon

"We are delighted that once again,
owing to the hard work, dedication and
generosity of our friends and supporters,
we have had another great season of
fundraising, starting with our Clay Shoot
and Dinner in May at Berkeley Castle.

On the tenth tee, local man and amateur
golfer, Chris Brown, made a 12,500 to 1
shot to claim his first hole-in-one and
win a brand new BMW. Speaking of
his surprise, the 34-year-old technical
director said “It’s my first ever hole-inone. It felt like a bit of a dream. Even
when I was standing by the car, I couldn’t
quite believe what was happening”.

Other highlights included our Open
Garden Day at Foxley Manor our
Annual Lecture which took the form
of a fascinating conversation with
Jeremy Paxman.
If you would like to know when our
events are coming up please email
events@nelsontrust.com and join
the mailing list. We’d love to see you
next year!"

Sally van Eeghen,
Fundraising Committee Chair.

CEO of The Nelson Trust, John Trolan and Jeremy
Paxman at the Trust’s annual fundraising lecture.
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Andrew Hulcoop, owner of Cotswold BMW,
congratulates Chris Brown.

John Trolan, CEO of The Nelson Trust,
said: “It was such a great moment when
Chris aced the 10th. This is the first time
anyone has ever won the car at our Golf
Day. We must extend our thanks to the
team at Minchinhampton Golf Club
who looked after us on the day and our
sponsors Cotswold BMW and Ardent”.

Our Fundraising
Committee and
volunteers have
helped us to raise
over £140,000

I want to help
Make a difference
with a donation

Your details

I would like to make a

Surname

donation of £

Address

Title		

First name

to The Nelson Trust

Please send me
information about
Regular giving
Volunteering

Postcode
Telephone number
Email address*
*Providing your email will help us keep costs down and keep you updated
on how your support helps.

Corporate partnerships
Leaving a gift in my will
Holding my own event
Booking one of The
Nelson Trust events
Keep me updated on
your work

Payment details
I enclose a cheque/postal order made payable to
‘The Nelson Trust’. Alternatively you can donate
online at nelsontrust.com/support-us/donate

Your preferred
method of contact

Increase your gift
by 25% for free

Please tick:

If you are a UK taxpayer, you can make any payment to
The Nelson Trust worth 25% more without paying an
extra penny. Just complete to Gift Aid declaration below
and we’ll take care of the rest.

post
email
telephone
Your personal information will be
treated in accordance with GDPR.
If you do not wish to receive
information from The Nelson Trust,
please call 01453 884090, email
fundraising@nelsontrust.com or
write to The Nelson Trust, Port Lane,
Brimscombe, Stroud, GL5 2QJ.
Please notify us if you wish to
cancel this declaration, change
your name or home address, or no
longer pay sufficient tax on your
income and/or capital gains. If
you pay Income Tax at the higher
additional rate and want to receive
the additional tax relief due to you,
you must include all your Gift Aid
donations on your self-assessment
tax return or ask HM Revenue and
Customs to adjust your tax code.
See details of our privacy policy at
nelsontrust.com/privacy

I want to apply Gift Aid to my donation
I confirm that I am a UK taxpayer and want
The Nelson Trust to reclaim tax:
		on this donation only
		on any donations I make in the future or have
		 made in the past four years
Name of taxpayer
Signature
Date
I understand that if I pay less Income Tax and/or Capital Gains Tax in the
current tax year than the amount of Gift Aid claimed on all my donations, it
is my responsibility to pay any difference, I also understand that The Nelson
Trust will reclaim 25p of tax on every £1 donated on or after 6th April 2012.

Please tear off this page and return it to: The Nelson Trust, Port Lane, Brimscombe, Stroud, GL5 2QJ

Social Care, Advice
& Support

The Nelson Trust
Residential Services

The Nelson Trust Women's
Residential Services

Port Lane, Brimscombe, Stroud, Gloucestershire GL5 2QJ 01453 885 633
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